From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Varkey
Jae Lim
RE: SES-MOD-20181008-03661; Call Sign: E070182
Thursday, January 16, 2020 2:21:52 PM

Hi Jae,
Thank you for sharing the anomalies in the license modification application. I need some help from you in order to make corrections in
the application.
See below my responses:

George Varkey
4 Research Way • Princeton • New Jersey
Tel +1 609 987 4327 • Mobile +1 609 480 0019

From: Jae Lim <Jae.Lim@fcc.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2020 10:58 AM
To: George Varkey <George.Varkey@ses.com>
Subject: SES-MOD-20181008-03661; Call Sign: E070182
Hi George Varkey,
1. Please provide Frequency Coordination Exhibit for your MOD.
Does it require a new coordination report as far as the EIRP density of new carrier designations are same or lower?
2. You are using the Permitted List and please confirm you are only using the US licensed Satellites
Yes, the satellites given in the permitted list only be used to provide service out of the station.
3. Please consider revising Tx EIRP, Input Power, Output EIRP, and/or Antenna Gain. Either Tx EIRP is too high, Input power is too
low, Output EIRP is too low, and/or Antenna Gain is too high. Please check and verify all numbers.
It has been noticed that the Tx antenna gain provided in the license application was not correct which is 55.13 dB instead of 54
dB given in the application. We would prefer to maintain the EIRP density of the carriers same as that of the original license
and correct the EIRP of new carriers reflecting the changes in the antenna gain.
In summary:
Power at the antenna flange remain the same (100W)
EIRP & EIRP density of the carriers will be same or lower with reference to the original license
The EIRP of the newly added carriers will be modified reflecting the antenna gain and power at flange .
4. You answered “NA” for foreign control and I will check “NO” for foreign control.
Yes, this shall be corrected in the application
I would appreciate your recommendations in order to accomplish the mentioned correction.

Thanks.

Jae Lim
FCC/IB
1-202-418-2899

